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SUSCHEM CZ (Czech Technology Platform for Sustainable Chemistry), voluntary, non-profit organization
- Established 2005 (the very first TP in CZ)
- 33 members (number of members still increasing)
- Bridging R&D and industry
- Studies and preparation on studies in relevant activities
- Advocacy – new but more and more important
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- TPs are voluntary associated subjects from R&D institutions, universities, industry and services (both large companies and SMEs). Bridging the R&D activities with industry with a full feedback for both sides should lead to a better knowledge of needs and innovations.

- The main goal of TPs is creation and preparation of visions and strategic documents (SRA and IAP) as well as foresights studies for respective economical sector and development to enhance the sector’s competitivness. They are also active in necessary advocacy approaches.

- Activities and targets of the CZ TPs are described in a common Memorandum of Cooperation.

- The CZ TPs are supported by EU funds via CZ Ministry of Industry&Trade (OPPIK), however looking for other possibilities and projects.
SUSCHEM CZ is a part of EU TPs structure. Member of EU SUSCHEM and NTPs (National Technology Platforms) under the Cefic umbrella.

Participation in several projects in the past

Initiating new projects (Horizon EU) as a consequence of the EU Green Deal provisions

On national level – SUSCHEM CZ a part of several expert teams (EDs, Titanium Dioxide, Chemcycling, Energy, PPPs, etc.), also invited by Ministry Industry&Trade to just established EGD group (preparation of impact studies), Hydrogen Strategy, Vision of Chemical Industry 2050 (new)
EU Green Deal - EGD
EGD – over 50 agendas

- Complexity
  - No public perception/resonance
    - No impact studies
  - Ambitions vs. Reality
- Competitiveness maintenance
  - Financial framework
  - Public acceptance
- Challenges and chances
EGD – financial framework, who pays?
• Bavarian-Czech cooperation
• Get together involved subjects
• Many possibilities, options, chances…
• New common projects
• SUSCHEM CZ participation
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